Jacksonville Permaculture Resource Guide

Get involved with local projects, places, and organizations that are making the shift towards a regenerative, more permanent human culture (perma-culture) on Earth through education, community building, and action.

Permaculture Jax
Enthusiastic about gardening? Join Permaculture Jax’s interactive community to exchange seeds and freshly harvested produce, build community gardens, and strengthen Jacksonville’s resiliency and local food system.
Grow the local foodshed by connecting at meetup.com/PermacultureJax/

Anyone Can Plant a Seed
Experience the world around you as a living garden full of potential foods. Anyone Can Plant a Seed is a volunteer-run organization that is working to empower the community through shared learning experiences, re-skilling, and acquisition of land to use for public gardens and hands-to-the-earth educational opportunities.
Explore the city's possibilities and lend a hand to maintaining local food production with Anyone Can Plant a Seed; 'like' ACPAS on Facebook!

Our Fertile Earth
Is there an empty lot in your neighborhood? Transform unused, vacant urban space into sources of sustenance—join a resilient crew of impassioned individuals educating one another, and the community at large, on how to grow food in urban environments by co-creating a network of beautiful, educational, productive agricultural ecosystems throughout Jacksonville.
Invigorate your neighborhood by 'liking' Our Fertile Earth on Facebook!

Veterans Farm
Cultivate peace, wellness and useful skills in lush, thriving gardens through the Veterans Farm organization. Agricultural education available for veterans and their families, including a six-month intensive that will give vets the skills needed to maintain an organic farm of their own. Volunteer work days, fresh produce, and a holistic space are available for the community.
Transition to civilian life in regenerative ways with veteransfarm.org/

Beaches Local Food Network
A community space where individuals, families, and groups can rent plots for a small fee in order to grow organic vegetables, herbs, and other edibles, reconnect with the earth, natural resources, and one another. The garden also serves the community through educational programs and workshops, publications, demonstration native plant gardens, a children’s garden, and guided garden tours.
Dig deeper & grow with sabgarden.org/

Educational Opportunities
CSA fresh produce delivery
Volunteer opportunities

Check out the Lincolnville and St. Augustine Beach Community Gardens, as well as the online, interactive map of community gardens hosted online by Friends of Northeast Florida Community Gardens.